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When a mission gone wrong throws Heero into another world, how will he survive? And how will he react
when he is confronted with his greatest challenge yet? For love can be trickier than any battlefield foe Thanks
a lot to all of you for sticking with me in this. Only one song for this chapter: White Reflection October 2nd,
C. This craft really is remarkable. However, when modified and upgraded with other technology found in the
data Heero had given Erica along with Morgenroete equipment the result was a truly unique shuttle. Armed
with two dual beam cannons and capable of transporting three mobile suits at speeds greater than any other
Cosmic Era shuttle, the craft was perfect for an organization such as Terminal. Andrew and Aisha had gotten
married four months ago, and Murrue fondly recalled being one of the bridesmaids at the wedding with Heero
as a groomsman. Waltfeld had even just completed physical therapy two months ago for his new prosthetic
arm, and according to Aisha it had thrilled him to be able to do more now than just sit in a chair and give
orders. He had feverishly retrained himself in piloting and had seemed to have lost none of his old skill.
Dressed in black flight suits not unlike that worn by Heero, they had worked very well together throughout the
flight, maintaining a professional but friendly, even relaxed atmosphere. Now twenty-eight, her activities in
Terminal combined with exercise and hand-to-hand training sessions with Heero had kept Murrue in shape,
and in fact she felt fitter now than she had during her time in the Earth Alliance forces. The force defending
this colony is a mixed bag of Laurasia-class frigates and Nazca-class destroyers, although Eric said they did
recently add one of the new Hel-class cruisers to the screen. With the click of a button her boyfriend appeared
on her screen. Apart from growing a little taller, almost matching her in height, Heero had hardly changed
physically over the past two years. Dressed in his familiar black flight suit, the Gundam pilot looked as calm
and collected as ever, though Murrue saw him smile slightly when he saw her. Murrue nodded and smiled.
Spread your wings and fly, Heero, and know that my heart goes with you. Start "White Reflection" As soon as
the clock on the upper right corner of the screen hit the two minute marker, Heero brought his mobile suit up
to full power. This is more than just a recon run, thought Heero as the mobile suit came to life, This is the first
mission for your new form, Zero. On the main monitor an alphanumeric sequence flashed in front of him,
followed by a name and an inscription. Wing Gundam Zero Albion. On the wings of your convictions, soar
forward unto dawn. He closed his eyes for a moment, turning inward to reflect on just how far he had come in
two years, and what was at stake here. He truly had succeeded in turning a new page in his life, in building a
new life with Murrue in the Cosmic Era, but now that was under threat. This was more than just an
observation mission. The intelligence he gathered here could well prove crucial to their efforts to prevent or at
least contain a potential conflict. No matter what happened, he had to accomplish his mission. Above all else,
surviveâ€¦ â€¦and return to Murrue. Opening his eyes, he saw the launch timer enter its final countdown. Wing
Zero Albion, launching. Closing the bay door now. A second later she saw itâ€¦ an image that still did not fail
to take her breath away even though she had seen it several times now. The main body had maintained its
distinctive shape, although the paint job was now almost entirely blue and white, save for a bit of red beneath
the cockpit and two red fins, one sticking out of each arm. The shoulder armor had been refined, and it now
had sleek blue and white curves rather than the prior angular design. New green sensors had been built into the
blue forearms to supplement the chest mounted Search Eye and improve the accuracy of its now legendary
rifle. However, the most striking new feature by far was the four white wings flowing out from its back. They
were split into an outer and an inner pair. Between the inner wings was stored the famous Twin Buster Rifle,
read to be drawn the moment it was needed. The outer pair was larger, and those two wings were capable of
wrapping around the front of the mobile suit to act as shields. Rather than thruster fire coming out of their
edges though, the two larger wings emitted a steady, brilliant stream of azure light waves. Heero, Ericaâ€¦ you
two really have outdone yourselves. She smiled as she saw the Gundam turn to face the shuttle, spreading its
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four white wings. Thruster fire and azure light flowed from its wings and gave the mobile suit a majestic,
almost angelic aura. No other machine could match such an awe-inspiring display. The emerald Search Eye
gleamed brilliantly on its chest, and Murrue felt like Heero was giving her one more farewell before
embarking on his mission. Farewell, my love, she thought, Fly like I know you can, and come back to me! As
if sensing her silent farewell Wing Zero Albion turned around. The blue and white fire and azure light flowing
from the wings increased in a brilliant burst, and the Gundam shot forward at incredible speed. A point of light
heading towards a tiny speck of a colony in the distance.
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We were now to begin to adopt amode of travelling both more expeditious and less fatiguing thanhitherto. A
mast was made of two poles spliced together, a yard was made of athird, a blanket borrowed from our
coverings made a tolerable sail. There was no want of cordage for the rigging, and everything was welland
firmly made. The provisions, the baggage, the instruments, the guns, and a goodquantity of fresh water from
the rocks around, all found their properplaces on board; and at six the Professor gave the signal to embark.
Hans had fitted up a rudder to steer his vessel. He took the tiller,and unmoored; the sail was set, and we were
soon afloat. At themoment of leaving the harbour, my uncle, who was tenaciously fond ofnaming his new
discoveries, wanted to give it a name, and proposedmine amongst others. The wind was from the north-west.
We went with it at a high rate ofspeed. The dense atmosphere acted with great force and impelled usswiftly
on. In an hour my uncle had been able to estimate our progress. At thisrate, he said, we shall make thirty
leagues in twenty-four hours, andwe shall soon come in sight of the opposite shore. I made no answer, but
went and sat forward. The northern shore wasalready beginning to dip under the horizon. The eastern and
westernstrands spread wide as if to bid us farewell. Before our eyes lay farand wide a vast sea; shadows of
great clouds swept heavily over itssilver-grey surface; the glistening bluish rays of electric light,here and there
reflected by the dancing drops of spray, shot outlittle sheaves of light from the track we left in our rear. Soon
weentirely lost sight of land; no object was left for the eye to judgeby, and but for the frothy track of the raft, I
might have thought wewere standing still. About twelve, immense shoals of seaweeds came in sight. I was
awareof the great powers of vegetation that characterise these plants,which grow at a depth of twelve thousand
feet, reproduce themselvesunder a pressure of four hundred atmospheres, and sometimes formbarriers strong
enough to impede the course of a ship. But never, Ithink, were such seaweeds as those which we saw floating
in immensewaving lines upon the sea of Liedenbrock. Our raft skirted the whole length of the fuci, three or
four thousandfeet long, undulating like vast serpents beyond the reach of sight; Ifound some amusement in
tracing these endless waves, always thinkingI should come to the end of them, and for hours my patience was
vyingwith my surprise. What natural force could have produced such plants, and what musthave been the
appearance of the earth in the first ages of itsformation, when, under the action of heat and moisture, the
vegetablekingdom alone was developing on its surface? Evening came, and, as on the previous day, I
perceived no change inthe luminous condition of the air. It was a constant condition, thepermanency of which
might be relied upon. After supper I laid myself down at the foot of the mast, and fellasleep in the midst of
fantastic reveries. Hans, keeping fast by the helm, let the raft run on, which, afterall, needed no steering, the
wind blowing directly aft. I shall therefore reproduce here these daily notes, written, so tospeak, as the course
of events directed, in order to furnish an exactnarrative of our passage. The raft makes rapid way ina direct
line. Coast thirty leagues to leeward. Nothing in sightbefore us. Intensity of light the same. Weather fine; that
is to say,that the clouds are flying high, are light, and bathed in a whiteatmosphere resembling silver in a state
of fusion. At noon Hans prepared a hook at the end of a line. He baited it witha small piece of meat and flung
it into the sea. For two hoursnothing was caught. Are these waters, then, bare of inhabitants? Hans draws it in
and brings out astruggling fish. The head of this fish was flat, but rounded in front, and theanterior part of its
body was plated with bony, angular scales; ithad no teeth, its pectoral fins were large, and of tail there
wasnone. The animal belonged to the same order as the sturgeon, butdiffered from that fish in many essential
particulars. After a shortexamination my uncle pronounced his opinion. But this one displays a
peculiarityconfined to all fishes that inhabit subterranean waters. It is blind,and not only blind, but actually has
no eyes at all. But supposing it might be asolitary case, we baited afresh, and threw out our line. Surely
thisocean is well peopled with fish, for in another couple of hours wetook a large quantity of pterichthydes, as
well as of othersbelonging to the extinct family of the dipterides, but of which myuncle could not tell the
species; none had organs of sight. Thisunhoped-for catch recruited our stock of provisions. Thus it is evident
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that this sea contains none but species known tous in their fossil state, in which fishes as well as reptiles are
theless perfectly and completely organised the farther back their dateof creation. Perhaps we may yet meet
with some of those saurians which science hasreconstructed out of a bit of bone or cartilage. I took up
thetelescope and scanned the whole horizon, and found it everywhere adesert sea. We are far away removed
from the shores. I gaze upward in the air. There are sufficient fish for theirsupport. I survey the whole space
that stretches overhead; it is asdesert as the shore was. Still my imagination carried me away amongst the
wonderfulspeculations of palaeontology. Though awake I fell into a dream. Ithought I could see floating on
the surface of the waters enormouschelonia, preadamite tortoises, resembling floating islands. Farther on, the
pachydermatous lophiodon crestedtoothed , a gigantic tapir, hides behind the rocks to dispute itsprey with the
anoplotherium unarmed beast , a strange creature,which seemed a compound of horse, rhinoceros, camel,
andhippopotamus. The colossal mastodon nipple-toothed twists anduntwists his trunk, and brays and pounds
with his huge tusks thefragments of rock that cover the shore; whilst the megatherium hugebeast , buttressed
upon his enormous hinder paws, grubs in the soil,awaking the sonorous echoes of the granite rocks with his
tremendousroarings. Higher up, the protopitheca - the first monkey thatappeared on the globe - is climbing up
the steep ascents. Higher yet,the pterodactyle wing-fingered darts in irregular zigzags to andfro in the heavy
air. In the uppermost regions of the air immensebirds, more powerful than the cassowary, and larger than the
ostrich,spread their vast breadth of wings and strike with their heads thegranite vault that bounds the sky. All
this fossil world rises to life again in my vivid imagination. Then mydream backed evenfarther still into the
ages before the creation of living beings. Themammals disappear, then the birds vanish, then the reptiles of
thesecondary period, and finally the fish, the crustaceans, molluscs,and articulated beings. Then the zoophytes
of the transition periodalso return to nothing. I am the only living thing in the world: There are no
moreseasons; climates are no more; the heat of the globe continuallyincreases and neutralises that of the sun. I
glide like a shade amongst arborescent ferns, treadingwith unsteady feet the coloured marls and the
particoloured clays; Ilean for support against the trunks of immense conifers; I lie in theshade of sphenophylla
wedge-leaved , asterophylla star-leaved , andlycopods, a hundred feet high. Ages seem no more than days! I
am passed, against my will, inretrograde order, through the long series of terrestrial changes. Plants disappear;
granite rocks soften; intense heat converts solidbodies into thick fluids; the waters again cover the face of
theearth; they boil, they rise in whirling eddies of steam; white andghastly mists wrap round the shifting forms
of the earth, which byimperceptible degrees dissolves into a gaseous mass, glowing fieryred and white, as
large and as shining as the sun. And I myself am floating with wild caprice in the midst of thisnebulous mass
of fourteen hundred thousand times the volume of theearth into which it will one day be condensed, and
carried forwardamongst the planetary bodies. My body is no longer firm andterrestrial; it is resolved into its
constituent atoms, subtilised,volatilised. Sublimed into imponderable vapour, I mingle and am lostin the
endless foods of those vast globular volumes of vaporousmists, which roll upon their flaming orbits through
infinite space. But is it not a dream? Whither is it carrying me? My feverish handhas vainly attempted to
describe upon paper its strange and wonderfuldetails. I have forgotten everything that surrounds me.
TheProfessor, the guide, the raft - are all gone out of my ken. Anillusion has laid hold upon me. My staring
eyes are fixed vacantly upon him. But for him, carried away by my dream, I should have thrown myselfinto
the sea. Is allgoing on right?
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To reach it, we had to pass through the city of Marook and then reach Toros town, where we would cross the
Great Chasm or whatever it was called. To be fair, on the map, the city appeared to be at a stick throw away,
but things could be deceiving. It was at more than a one day away. When I heard this, I was thinking in Earth
days, but on this planet, a day had 32 hours, meaning that we would arrive in Marook after two Earth days.
Right after we left Pertiko, during our first stop, Seryanna took out her sword and pointed its sharp tip at me.
Your skill timing is dull. Although you won, it was only because you had more strength than I do. Still, even
when you are more powerful than me, I could still pose a challenge. I managed to win! Seryanna squinted her
eyes at me. For a moment, I wanted to retort, but then I remembered what happened to typical movie and
game characters who were too reliant on certain abilities. They ended up as cannon fodder for the enemy. I
thought and then let out a sigh. Seryanna showed me a beautiful smile that made me blush. What was that
saying? My beautiful redhead dragoness was a jewel as a woman and a real Demon Queen as a trainer. I
believe my bones broke several times, and my joints bent in ways not possible. I also became rather used to
drinking healing potions and very skillful at making them too. I thought as I drank a potion and healed my
broken hand. I dropped the bottle. Normally, thanks to my insane stats, it should have literally been impossible
to inflict so much damage on my body, but Kataryna was the one doing the punching and stabbing and hitting.
I was left to use the least power possible to fight against her. It was like trying to stop a tank with a tricycle All
of this was meant to sharpen my skills, perception, reflexes, everything. Up until now, thanks to luck, I was
able to get away unscathed, but someone of greater skill could inflict some serious damage on me. This meant
that I was a tough opponent, but not unbeatable. Kleo pointed out that most humans were quite agile and
intelligent when it came to combat techniques, so they skillfully used this to their advantage against the
naturally powerful dragons. To learn a skill, I had to end up feeling it develop naturally, or so they said. When
night time came, we prepared the camps as usual, but this time Kataryna handled the cooking, while I trained
with Seryanna. Kleo went out to hunt something in the woods. That was the first time I ate a grilled giant
centipede. It tasted like eating chicken-flavored french fries dipped in a week-old oil. That was my guess, but
there was a high chance I was very wrong about it, since I never had the opportunity of tasting something like
that back in Romania. After we ate, we slept in separate tents. Well, Kleo and Kataryna did, Seryanna slept
with me. If this was the normal behavior for most dragonesses, then I had a feeling it was more instinctual
than habitual or personality wise. Even so, I was beginning to ask myself how long I was going to last before I
jumped on her. Taking her into my embrace and spending a night of passion like in those Even so, my mind
was spinning in circles Humans were horny monkeys after all For once, I believed Seryanna wanted to take it
slow, and this skinship we currently had was only a result of her possessive instincts towards a possible mate.
The implications with that one were terrible. Lastly, I was afraid I was going to mess up and not know what to
do, thus, embarrassing myself and making her hate me Although the last one was a bit far fetched, it was still
there, poking at the back of my mind. Lack of experience in any field is frightening at first I thought as I
looked at the sleeping dragoness in my arms. She was beautiful, charming More than once I kept asking
myself if I really deserved her, but that was a silly question. The fear of going further with her was real
though. Thus, I had no idea how to get over it, but I knew it was there. She would turn it into a prank. I never
liked coffee. I was too sensitive to it, but she somehow managed to sneak it inside my food. No wonder it
tasted funny. I wondered, and to tire myself out and finally get a wink of sleep, I tried to get to the bottom of
it. They would certainly not be viewed well by either species I doubt Alkelios even thought about it so far.
There was a chance that this was going to be a temporary relationship. Even I had one Nevertheless, when you
are part of it, you believe she or he was the one. Reality tends to rain down upon us rather painfully when we
realize that was never the case. Only time would tell where their relationship was headed and how much
drama was ahead of them. I was in charge of managing the fire, while Kleo and Seryanna gathered the water.
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Kataryna prepared the leftover meat from yesterday. We ate our full and then waited for another half an hour
for the food to settle down before departing. With nothing else to do, I asked Seryanna to tell what she knew
about the kingdom, how it worked and what I had to watch out for. Bandits and robbers are former Beginner
or Intermediary Rank Adventurers who had their guild cards revoked. As you are now, you can easily fight
with ease among those of Godlike and Supreme Rank. The current ranks are: For some reason I thought the
alphabet would be similar to mine. Indeed, if I thought about it a little better, Japan, China, Russia, and
Romania all had different characters and alphabets. Although similar in some way or manner, they were only
developed later in our history, after the widespread of public school and the rise of literacy levels. Everyone
knows what a Supreme or a Beginner means. While an entire species can view another as an enemy, there are
groups within both which fight for coexistence or neutrality. Thus, there are even some human kingdoms who
see no reason as to why they should battle us. Those are the ones located on the opposite side of the Human
Continent. Even among dragons, Albeyater is only one of our many kingdoms. Then to our south is Dragon
Kingdom Solustia. After that you will find Dragon Kingdom Merganus. Past them, you will find a couple
more. If I remember right, there are the following: Kingdoms rise and fall on their continent in the time it
takes a dragon to yawn. Chances were that in the past there may have been a lot more significant cultures, but
historians at that time simply denied their existence. I remember my history teacher once telling us that if
mankind were to know the true history of each country, then both the debts and war crimes compensations
would simply rise to exponential levels. Not to mention the very fact that our borders would become
incredibly unstable. With this, he pointed at Moldova, Transilvania, Crimea, the islands to the north of Japan,
and many many others. The Merchants Guild handles most transaction, but import and export towards another
species is usually very costly unless the two have a peace or trade treaty. Weapon deals between kingdoms at
war or species at war such as dragons and humans are forbidden completely. He must be talking about the
beastkin! Well, they are also called relliars. They enjoy trading and hunting more than they do war. Some
human kingdoms, however, see them as inferior and enslave them. If I were to say, the humans have the worst
relationships with all other species, especially some of their kingdoms. Makes me a feel a bit worried about
how I will be treated once we reach the capital. Dragons are not without fault, so there will be those who hold
an undeserved grudge or hate towards you for simply being a human. Being a dragoness with an Awakened
Breakthrough, I have a bit of influence. There are good dragons and then there are the trash What are you
doing? I want to watch!
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